
K4 News

Reminders

• 10/15 11AM dismissal
• 10/16 No School
• 10/20 October birthdays Out of Uniform
• 10/23 Trunk or Treat 6:30
• 10/28 K4 Attend All Saint’s Day Mass
• 10/30 Orange and Black Day Out of Uniform
• 10/30 Scholastic Book Order due
• 11/13 No School

Old Macdonald had a farm! This week we talked about 

what a farmer’s job is, learned about different animals 
on the farm, and what a farmer might grow. We enjoyed 
tasting white, chocolate, and strawberry milk. Our class 
favorite was strawberry! We did lots of painting this week. 
We made muddy pigs, paper plate cows, and fingerprint 
sheep. I also let the kiddos know that our class will be 
“adopting” a cow from a farm. Come November we will 
get information and pictures on our cow. More info to 
come when I get it ☺

Enjoy your weekend!

Please remember to return your Thursday envelope back to school each week. 
We reuse them all year long. Thank you!

.

Weekly 
Focus Wall

Letter: H             Number: 4
Shape: rectangle     Color: green

Math
We focused on learning the attributes of squares and circles. In centers we used 
shapes to make different animals, we sorted shapes, and used farm animals to count 
from 1-10. We also looked around the room for objects that are square or circle.

Literacy

This week we learned about the letter H. We continue to review the whole alphabet 
and identified the first letter in our name. This week we clapped the syllables in our 
names and counted how many syllables are in each of our names. Some books we 
read this week: “I’m going to be a Farmer,”  “Giggle, Giggle, Quack,” “Old 
Macdonald had a Dragon,” “There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Cow,” 
“Old Macdonald had a Farm,” and “Duck on a Tractor.”

Religion

Just like we do, Jesus has feelings. This week we read the story of Lazarus. Lazarus 
died and Jesus was sad because his friend was dead. Jesus prayed to his Father in 
heaven and Lazarus rose from the dead making Jesus and everyone else happy. We 
learned about Saint Katharine Drexel who was born into a rich family and since she 
cared deeply for the poor, she help start schools for the children.

Dates to Remember

A Peek At What We Are Learning

A Note From 
Ms. Heise


